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ADJUSTING INSTRUCTIONS
SETTING THE NEEDLE

Before adjusting the machine, insert a new needle
into the needle bar as £a:r as possible. The long
groove of the needle must be directed to the operator.
Tighten the needle clamp nut securely.
ADJUSTING THE LOOPER

.

J

9.1mm

+/-0.4mm

Fig. 1

For convenient access, remOYe the presser foot,
throat plate and feed dog. Insert the looper into the
looper rocker. Set the loope:r so that the distance
!rorn the centre line o£ the needle to the point oC the
looper is 9.1 mm(23/64")in the lowest position of
needle bar just before moving upwards {Fig. 1).
Therefore loosen the nut at right side of looper rocker
and replace the ball stud till the specified dimension be
obtained. As the looper moves to the right, its point
should pass behind the needle as close as possible
without contacting it. Adjustment can be made by
loosening the fastening screws of looper rocker and
replacing the looper rocker axially till this adjustment
be obtained.

ADJUSTING THE UPPER LOOPER

The spreader should closely pass behind
the looper and behind the needle so that its
point just brushes. without deflecting them.
Set the distance of 13mm ±1mm (1/2" ±1132")
between loo per top and center of needle (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2

NOTE : I~ adjustment front or bac~
is necessary, loosen two
screw ( A ) Fig.3,.and move
$pread~r as required.
Re-tighten two screws after
adjustment.

(A)

Fig.3
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SETTING THE NEEDLE BAR HEIGHT

set the needle bar so that the top of
the needle eye is even with the underside of the looper, when the looper point
in its travel to the right projects 11.5 mm= 0.04-0.06" from the right side
of the needle. If adjustment is necessary
loosen the clamping screw in t~e needle
bar connection and move the needle bar
up or down as required and retighten the
screw.

Fig.4

SETTING THE REAR NEEDLE GUARD

Set the rear needle guard ( Looper
lever needle guard ) so that it
barely contacts the needle when the
looper point approaches the left side
of needle. Adjustment can be made by
loosening the two screws (B) I Fig.S
and re-set the needle guard at proper
position.
NOTE:Change in stitch length will not
require change in needle guard, but
a change of needle size may require.
Fig.S

ADJUSTING THE FEED DOG

The height of the feed dog is correct, when at its
highest point of travel. the rear teeth project above
the throat plate their full depth. This can be
accomplished by removing the (eed dog holding se rew
and feed dog, then adjusting the stop screw in reed
bar as required to maintain the prescribed setting.
To adjust the feed dog within the throat plate, loosen
the 2 bottom screws of the feed· rocker a.nd after
adjusting as requited retighten them.

NEEDLE THREAD TAKE UP

The setting of the needle thread take-up is correct
when the needle thread is raised about l - 3 mm =
S/64 - l/8 11 while the needle is descending.
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INSTALLATION

Fig6
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INSTALlA11QN (continued)
1.

Unpack the sewing machine and the accessories.

2.

Mount the base plate (A. Rg. 6) with four screws, nuts
and washers (B) in the provided holes on the table
board.

3.

Place the sewing machine on the base plate so 1hat
·the roll pin (C) in the base plate engages with the right
rear hole in the machine base.

4.

Fasten the sewing machine with the two T-screws (D)
on the base plate.

5.

Place the V-belt supplied with the sewing table, on
the handwheel pulley .

6.

Assemble the handwheel pUlley (E) with three
countersunk screws (F) to the sewing machine. Pin (G)
must engage with the hole In hub (H).

7.

SCrew in needle bar guard (J).

8.

Screw In sightfeed oiler (K).

9.

Align the handwheel belt guard (L) with the V-belt slot
(M) in the table board and with the handwheel pulley
and fasten it with 1wo wood screws (N) on the table

board.
10.

Dismount motor belt guard. Place the V-belt around
the motor pulley and slue the motor to tense the belt.
The tension on the V-beltiscorrect. when With moderate
finger pressure !twill deflect approx.10 mm (3/Pf?
midway beiween handwheel pulley on the sewing
machine and motor pulley (see Rg. 7).
Remount motor belt guard.

liANDWHEEL PULLEY ON SEWING MACHINE

MOTO!l PUUEV

Fig7
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